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Information Representation in Neural Networks - aSurveyA. J�arvinenComputer Vision LaboratoryUniversity of Link�oping581 83 Link�oping, SwedenAbstractThis report is a survey of information representations in both biologicaland arti�cial neural networks. The correct information representation is cru-cial for the dynamics and the adaptation algorithms of neural networks.A number of examples of existing information representations are given.1 IntroductionArti�cial neural networks (ANN) have during the last few years created much in-terest and researchers from many disciplines have been drawn into the �eld. Thereare several classes of ANN, each solving a speci�c problem.The two main features of most ANN are:1. They are massively parallel, i.e. they are built of a high number of intercon-nected relatively simple processing elements2. They most often perform an input-output mapping which the net can adap-tively `learn' either by examples (supervised algorithms) or by using someother kind of criteria (unsupervised algorithms)The �rst types of ANN were described by Rosenblatt [23] and Widrow [28].They implement a mapping from their input to their output. These early types ofnetworks could only perform relatively simple mappings. With the later types ofnetworks also more complicated input-output mappings were possible, [7], [1] and[24].A second type of ANN is the associative memory, [11], [14], from which storeddata can be retrieved by presenting the net with some data which earlier has beenassociated with the stored data.A third type is the self-organizing associative net described by Kohonen [15].Its main feature is that it automatically constructs mappings from a arbitrary-dimensional feature-space to a two- dimensional feature-space.1



A major problem for both biological neural networks (BNN) and ANN is that ofinformation presentation. The problem really consists of two sub-problems:1. What information do we wish to represent?2. How is this information represented?Two aspects of an IR are the unit, i.e. what quality or feature does the IRgive information about, and a value that represents the quantity of this unit. Anexample would be the complex cells in the visual cortex which �re for lines of acertain orientation and a certain direction of motion. The unit here would be `line-like structure at coordinate x, y in the retina moving in direction �'. The valuewould be a function of the velocity and the contrast of the line and can perhaps beseen as a measure of the certainty of the statement made by the �ring cell or cells[4]. In ANN the information representation is crucial for the convergence of adapta-tion algorithms and the e�ciency and the compactness of the network.With this survey I attempt to give an overview of di�erent types of informationpresentations (IR) in both biological and arti�cial neural networks. Many examplesare from biological and arti�cial vision systems, the area most familiar to the author.2 The Computing ElementIn the brain there are some 1000 di�erent types of neurons. They are computingelements with several (up to 10,000) inputs and one output. The output can branchto the inputs of several other neurons. There are also neurons which function as awhole group of neurons in that inputs and outputs may be local to a small part ofthe neuron, e.g. certain types of amacrine cells in the retina [12]. The output signalis usually a function of the weighted sum of the input signals to the neuron.Most types of neurons in the brain uses a frequency coding for its output. Thefrequency of the output signal thus represent the value of the output of the neuron.There are also neurons that have graded outputs i.e. their output potential is pro-portional to the output value of the neuron. Such cells can be found for instance inthe retina.The most common type of arti�cial neurons also take the weighted sum of theirinputs and pass it through a non-linearity to form the output which is of the gradedtype.3 Representation of VariablesThe question here is the second one in the introduction: How is the informationrepresented (once we know what information to represent)?There are several ways to categorize di�erent representations of a variable. Oneattempt to classify representations has been made by Walters [27]. He uses the size2



of the binary memory needed for representing the output from a single unit in therepresentation as a basis for a classi�cation.A representation of a variable with k distinct values that needs a log2 k bitmemory per unit (neuron) is called a variable-unit representation. If only 1 bit isneeded per neuron we have a value-unit representation. In this case many neuronstake part in the representation. This code is also called thermometer code or labelledline code. An intermediate representation needs a memory size b such that 1 < b <log2 k.Walters de�nes the overlap as the number of neurons that take part in represent-ing a particular value of a variable. A representation can thus be non-overlapping,overlapping or fully overlapping.Further classi�cation is made into conjunctive representation in which an n-dimensional vector is represented by a one-dimensional vector, disjunctive represen-tation in which all dimensions in the n-dimensional variable are kept, and combinedrepresentations which is a mixture of the two �rst representations.The representations described below are subdivided into local and distributedrepresentations. In this case the subdivision is based on how many neurons that areneeded for representing a particular concept. In this sense the `variable-unit' repre-sentation is local (only one neuron is needed) and the `value-unit' and `intermediate'representations are distributed.4 Examples of Information Representation in Bi-ological Neural NetworksLocal Representations Evolution has created many good solutions to the prob-lem of information representation. It is therefore intresting to look at some of thesesolutions. In this section we are concerned with both questions in the introductioni.e. what and how.We should bear in mind the purpose of the IR in biological systems. It is probablynot to create representations of the environment per se, but to give the animal themeans to interact with its environment [2].There are biological systems, or rather parts thereof, in which we �nd relativelysimple information representations that we can in fact measure and understand.One such sub-system is low level vision in both humans and animals as mentionedin the introduction.Some animals have rather simple templates in their retinas. One type of spiderhas, for example, a retina shaped as a `V'. With this retina it �nds mates whichhave a corresponding red `V' on their backs. One of the signals from the retinathus representes the seen object's `degree of mate' [18]. The rabbit seems to havea similar mechanism whose output is instead the objects `degree if hawk'. Theserepresentations fall into the `variable-unit' category.The visual system of the housey has been thoroughly explored. It also containsa number of special purpose subsystems with relatively straight- forward informa-tion representations [18]. One subsystem for example control the horizontal ying3



direction and `homes in' on other ies. The output from this visual system (andthus the input to the control system) is completely described by the function:r( ) � _ +D( ) (1)where  is the angle of an object in the visual �eld and _ is its angular velocity.r( ) is basically a constant and D( ) is an uneven function (around  = 0) thatgoes to zero at  = ��. D( ) gives a negative output if the object is to the left inthe visual �eld ( < 0) and a positive output if the object is to the right ( > 0).It is very improbable that the y has any representation of concepts like size orsurface. It manages well in most cases even if an elephant at a large distance anda y at a close distance would give the same kind of input to the horizontal controlsystem.In the vision system of humans and most higher animals there are a numberof special IR that are to some degree explored for the lower levels. On the levelsincluding the retina and at least up to the visual cortex, each cell represents a certainfeature of a small neighborhood of the visual �eld [12]. The topology of the visual�eld is thus preserved through several levels of processing There are several othertopology preserving maps in the brains of higher animals [13].The output of a cell in the low level visual system is proportional to the degreeof match between the observed feature and the `template feature', i.e. the featurefor which the cell's output is maximized. Some examples of features that the cellsrepresent are: lines and edges of certain directions, moving lines and edges, color,line length etc.Each orientation in a particular part of the visual �eld is represented by a fewcells. The cells overlap so that one orientation activates several cells to a varyingdegree. The representation thus falls into the category `intermediate overlappingrepresentation' according to Walters [27].One of the drawbacks with local representation is the lack of redundancy. If, forinstance, a part of the visual cortex is severed the corresponding part of the visual�eld will be blinded. The system is relatively insensitive to the failure of one singlecell though, because of the overlap of the receptive �elds of nearby cell. One wayto get around the problem of lacking redundancy would be to duplicate the neuronsthat represent a single concept and spread them over a larger volume in the brain.There is no evidence for such a mechanism.A similar representation is used in the auditory sensory system. There we �ndneurons that �re only for a certain sound frequency. Neurons that get activatedfor similar frequencies are also located close to each other physically. This is yetanother example of an `intermediate overlapping' representation.It seems that low level functions in the brain (in parts of the signal paths closeto the input) use local representations. There are a number of proponents for lo-cal representations even for representing whole objects in our environment, i.e. in`higher' levels of the brain [4].One of the main arguments for a local IR in [4] is that the possibility of crosstalkis eliminated. Crosstalk could occur when transmitting multiple representations4



from one part of the brain to another simultaneously over a parallel channel (seealso section 5).This type of transmission of concepts indeed takes place when we for instanceidentify an object by grasping it with our left hand and thereafter utter the nameof the object. The tactile sensation of the left hand goes to the right hemisphere inwhich some processing takes place. The signal must thereafter be transmitted to theleft hemisphere where the speech center is located. The channel for the signal is thecorpus callosum, a bundle of axons constituting the only known electrical connectionbetween the left and the right hemispheres of the brain.Distributed Representations The opposite of a local IR is a distributed IR. Ac-cording to Hebb, [10] much of the information in the brain is distributed over a largenumber of neurons. Such a collection of associated neurons was called a cell assem-bly. Hebb also suggested that there is a transformation from local representation todistributed presentation, e.g. in the visual system between areas 17 (visual cortex)and area 18 (visual area 2). A single cell can be a member of several cell assemblies.From early experiments described by Lashley [17] it was concluded that certaintypes of memories must be distributed over a large part of the brain. This wasindicated by the fact that the learnt behaviour of rats degraded only gradually withan increasing amount of cerebral damage.5 Examples of Information Representation in Ar-ti�cial Neural NetworksLocal Representations In a number of proposed network models a `one neuron -one feature' representations has been used. An example that is similar to the retino-topic and tonotopic mappings in the visual and audiosensory systems respectively isthe self-organizing network described by Kohonen [15]. In this network each inputvector of an arbitrary dimensionality is after `learning' mapped on a neuron in atwo-dimensional grid. Input vectors that are `similar' according to some arbitrarymetric are mapped on neurons that are physically close in the grid. The �ring ofa single neuron thus indicates the existence of a certain input vector, or a classof input vectors since we have a many-to-one mapping, on the input. This is anexample of a `value-unit' or `intermediate' representation depending on whether a`winner-takes-it-all' rule is applied on the output of the neurons or not.The features that are represented on the surface could for instance be the twoparameters describing a straight line. This could be used for implementing theHough transform with a neural network [21].Fisher [5] calls this kind of grids representation surfaces and proposes a hierar-chical structure of such surfaces to implement complex functions.Fukushima [7] also uses a local representation in his neocognitron. The networkwas initially used for the recognition of hand-written numerals. Each neuron inthe hierarchical network recognized one single type of feature in the numerals. Onthe lowest levels lines of di�erent orientations were recognized, one orientation for5



each neuron. The next level recognized curves, crossings etc, again one feature perneuron. On the highest level there were ten neurons, each recognizing one numeral.Distributed Representations In the multi-layer perceptron and several typesof associative memories distributed representations are used internally.In the associative memory described by Kohonen [14] an input vector f is tobe associated with an output vector g. For this a `Hebbian' learning rule is used:Aij / figj or A = fgTSeveral associations can be stored in the association matrix A:A = nXi=1 figTi (2)Af i = gifTi fi + nXj 6=i gj(fTj fi) (3)Now, if all fi are normalized and orthogonal we see that we can retrieve gi, whichwas associated to fi, by multiplying the key, fi, with the matrix A. If the fi are notorthogonal crosstalk occurs.Another associative network using distributed representation is the Hop�eld net[11]. Here N binary neurons are used to store n states or memory traces. It showedthat the error rate rose sharply if n > 0:15 �N .The feed-forward networks that use the Bolzmann algorithm [1] or back propa-gation [24] internal representations of the input data are formed as a result of thetraining algorithm. These representations are distributed over several neurons.In some cases, like the 4-2-4 decoder problem, the internal representations canbe interpreted. The problem is to make the network perform an identity mappingfrom input to output for patterns consisting of one `1' and three zeroes. Four suchpatterns are thus possible. The network consists of four neurons in the input andoutput layers and two neurons in the hidden layer. The hidden layer thus forms a`bottleneck' for the signal and the network has to �nd a more compact representationfor the input vectors, in fact, perform data compression. In this case a binary codingof the input vectors emerges in the hidden layer.In the general case the internal representations do not have any interpretation interms of obvious higher level features of the input. Sejnowski [25] for instance statesthat it is not possible to give any obvious meaning to the internal representations inhis application. Sejnowski used both the Bolzmann algorithm and back propagationto train a feed-forward net to translate english written text to phonemes.6 Representation of Time SequencesFeldman [4] suggests solutions to the problem of representing time sequences in thebrain. Such representations are necessary for instance when we need to coordinatethe movement of several muscles in time, e.g. in walking. This could be implemented6



using a line of neurons that activate each other consecutively each activating acertain muscle.A similar sequential mechanism is proposed by Martin [19] for the recall of forexample words as a sequential triggering of the letters in the word. This could resultin the uttering of the word or in a mental `image' of the word.For the recognition of for instance speech Feldman proposes a similar mechanismwhere a part of the time sequence of sound is stored in a shift register-like structureof neurons. At each time a certain time frame of the talk would be accessible forhigher levels of recognition mechanisms.Hubel [12] also proposes an analogous mechanism for the recognition of a movingline. The line passes an array of simple line detectors (simple cells). An higher ordercell receives its input from a simple cell and its predecessor in the time sequencethrough a delay. The higher order cell i thus �res if a line is at position i at time tand was at position i� 1 at time t��t.In ANN one way of capturing a time sequence would be to build a `shift register'in which a number of samples of the sequence would be available at any given time.This requires that the network architecture is duplicated as many times as there aretime steps stored in the shift register.An alternative approach is presented by Stornetta et.al. [26]. He uses a non-replicated neural net which essentially has IIR-�lters as its inputs. This approachsaves neurons and allows for an easy adaptation to di�erent sampling rates.7 Time Sequencies as RepresentationsOne type of local representation uses di�erent impulse patterns to code an aspect ofthe stimulus. An example of this is reported by Korobeinikov [16]. Neurons in thesomatosensory cortex were studied. They have a certain receptive �eld correspond-ing to a certain part of the body. It was shown that one type of the neurons in thecortex responded with di�erent delays from the onset of the stimulus to the appear-ance of the �rst pulse depending on how far from the center of the cell's receptive�eld the stimulus was applied.Colbert et.al. [3] �nd it inprobable that the outputs from neurons would alwaysbe frequency coded since it is a relatively ine�cient code. Instead they propose acode where the signal from the neuron is represented as the presence or the absenceof a spike in a number of consecutive time frames. They acknowledge the absenceof a clock signal in the brain and suggest instead that some natural process such asthe exponential decrease in the excitability of the postsynaptic cell could be used asthe base for the code. They also present experimental evidence for the existence ofsuch a code.Smells are representented as spatio-temporal patterns, reverberations of neuronactivities, in the olfactory bulb in the brain [6]. Freeman et.al. describe thesereverberations as limit cycles, i.e. cycles of neuron activities with a limited lengthin time. Each smell has its speci�c cycle. When no smell is present, the neurons �renon-cyclically, in a chaotic fashion. 7



Grossberg [9] explains these reverberations in terms of adaptive resonances.These emerge when a signal is fed back from one layer of neurons to the previouslayer and a match between the the feed-back signal and the signal in the previouslayer is obtained. This implies that a recognition of a phenomenon (e.g. a smell) hastaken place. Grossberg claims that these reverberations are the `functional units ofcognitive coding'.8 Methods for Compaction of Information Rep-resentationsSome types of IR and computational structures in the brain would require an exces-sive amount of neurons if they were implemented in a straightforward manner. In[4] a number of suggestions as to how neurons could be conserved are described:1. Functional decomposition: The recognition of an object could be decomposedinto recognizing primitive parts of the object and from them recognizing largerparts until the whole object is recognized2. Calculations with limited precision: If the calculation would be implementedin a fashion analogous to table look-up then this would save neurons3. Coarse coding: Instead of representing each value in a �ne- resolution featurespace individually it is represented as the conjunction of several overlappingcoarse resolution units. This requires that events are `sparse' in the featurespace if we wish to retain full precision in the location of the event.4. Fine-coarse coding: Instead of using a feature space with the resolution Ni�Njwe can use two spaces with resolutions Ni � N�j and N�i � Nj where N�i < Niand N�j < Nj. Again we can retain full resolution if the events don't occur tooclose to each other in the feature space. If they do we get an e�ect similar toaliasing, `ghost events'.5. Tuning: If a coarse coded feature space is used, several weak events underthe `receptive �eld' of a coarse unit may be misinterpreted as one strong (andthus signi�cant) event. To avoid this a number of �ne-resolution unit can beconnected to a coarse-resolution unit. Lateral inhibition among the �ne unitscan then be used to suppress all but the largest signal from all the �ne unitsconnecting to a coarse unit.6. Spatial coherence: For a combination of features in the visual �eld to triggera symbol in the brain representing an object, it is required that the featuresare extracted from the same spatial location.A variant of this is to design a set of mutually exclusive set of features, featuresthat can't simultaneously occur in a spatial neighborhood in the visual �eld.8



Figure 1: A pattern and its antagonistic rebound9 Representation of Complementary FeaturesThe �ring rate of a neuron at rest is in most cases rather low and increases whenthe neuron is presented a matching stimuli. A low �ring rate at rest is preferablesince it requires little energy.The problem of representing bipolar features can be solved using pairs of cellsdetecting complementary features. Such pairs of complementary features could bered - green, horizontal lines - vertical lines, dark spot on a bright background - brightspot on a dark background (center surround cells) etc. In the human visual systemall these types of feature detectors are found. Grossberg [9] calls these pairs of cellsdipoles.An e�ect of this representation can be studied by exposing a person to the leftpattern in �gure 1 intensely for a while. When the eyes are exposed to the samestimuli for a long time a depletion of transmittor substance takes place in the acti-vated cell. The e�ect of this is that when the stimuli is removed the antagonistic cellsin the a�ected dipoles are more active than the depleted cells and an antagonisticrebound like in the left part of �gure 1 is seen.10 Representation of Modular FeaturesIn a number of cases it is desirable to represent modular (circular) features in neuralnetworks. An example of such a feature is orientation of a line or an edge. These9



types of features cannot successfully be mapped on a scalar output of a neuron.Problems arise for example when calculating the similarity (distance) between twoorientations (�� = �).A solution to this problem has been proposed by Noest [20]. The solution impliesusing complex weights between the neurons and complex outputs from the neurons.The lengths of the vectors are all normalized to unity so the only free variable is thephase of the complex number which can be represented as the phase of a periodicsignal.The phase shifts that take place in the couplings (synapses) can be implementedas propagation delays. A propagation delay d and a frequency f causes a phase shiftof 2�fd.Noest also implies that this kind of networks might exist in some parts of thebrain. The signals could come from limit-cycle oscillators and the propagation delayscould be implemented with a few synapses with di�erent �xed delays.11 Stochastic Representation of Analog ValuesA method for representing analog values in binary neural networks is to let theprobabilities for zeroes and ones be representative for the output values from theneurons. This is somewhat similar to the frequency coding that is so prevalent inthe brain, see section 2. Such a representation has been suggested by Gaines [8].In the most straighforward implementation the probability p for a one at theoutput x of the neuron would represent its value i.e. x = p. Using this methodprobabilities x and y can be multiplied with a single AND-gate forming the productxy. They can be added with a circuit consisting of three NAND-gates formingthe sum ax + (1 � a)y. The sum must have this form to remain in the range forprobabilities, [0::1].Other mappings x = f(p) are also possible for instance the bipolar, x = 2p� 1,and the in�nite, x = p=(1�p). With the bipolar representation values in the interval[�1::1] can be represented. With the in�nite representation the interval is [0::1].The common denominator for all these representations is that computations canbe carried out with simple logic circuits like gates and ip-ops. The drawback isthat we need n2 binary events to obtain a precision of one part in n. This canbe compared to the requirement of n binary events for the same precision usingnon-stochastic computing.Gaines implies that there are types of problems that can be solved by a stochasticautomaton but not by a deterministic automaton.12 Preprocessing of Raw DataFukushima [7] (see section 5) essentially forced the internal representations on thenetwork as opposed to what is done for instance in the back propagation network. Inthe latter the representations emerge by themselves during the learning phase. An-other example of `forced' representations is reported by Pawlicki [22]. In his problem10



of recognizing handwritten numerals he performs a feature extraction step beforethe information is processed by the neural network. The result of the preprocessingis a two-dimensional array with image position and feature number along the twodimensions. The values in the array indicate if a feature of this type is found in thispart of the image. This array then forms the input to a neural network.Pawlicki also suggests a method for using chain code as an input format to aneural network. The advantage with chain code is that it is rotation invariant.The problem is that di�erent patterns have chain codes of di�erent sizes. Pawlickigroupes the direction codes of the chain code three by three (in triplets) and usesthese triplets as indeces in a three-dimensional array. Each time a certain tripletis encountered in the code the corresponding array location is incremented. Thethree-dimensional array is then linearized and used as input data to the neuralnetwork.References[1] D.H. Ackley, G.E. Hinton, and T.J. Sejnowski. A learning algorithm for bolz-mann machines. Cognitive Science, 9:147{169, 1985.[2] M.A. Arbib and A.R. Hanson editors. Vision, brain, and cooperative computa-tion. The MIT Press, Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1987.[3] C.M. Colbert and W.B. Levy. What is the code? In Proceedings from theFirst Annual Conference of the International Neural Network Society (INNS),Boston, USA, page 246, 1988.[4] J.A. Feldman and D.H. Ballard. Connectionist models and their properties.Cognitive Science, 6:205{254, 1982.[5] A.D. Fisher. On applying associative networks: an approach for representationand goal-directed learning. In IEEE First International Conference on NeuralNetworks, San Diego, CA, USA, 21-24 June 1987, pages IV677{IV685, SanDiego, 1987. IEEE.[6] W.J. Freeman and C.A. Skarda. How brain make chaos i order to make senseof the world. Behavioural and brain science, 10:161{195, 1987.[7] K. Fukushima, S. Miyake, and T. Ito. Neocognitron: a neural network modelfor a mechanism of visual pattern recognition. IEEE Trans. on Systems, Man,and Cybernetics, SMC-13:826{834, 1983.[8] B.R. Gaines. Uncertainty as a foundation of computational power in neuralnetworks. In IEEE First International Conference on Neural Networks, SanDiego, CA, USA, 21-24 June 1987, pages III51{III57, San Diego, 1987. IEEE.[9] S. Grossberg. How does the brain build cognitive code. Psychological Review,87:1{51, 1980. 11
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